7 way trailer light tester

Tester should flash according to turn signal and stay lit when brakes are applied. BK:Electric
Brakes Apply brake or engage manual override of brake controller. Tester should stay lit at a
constant. All our stock is located in China and all shipments will originate here. Your purchase
will be shipped via standard airmail two or three days after payment clears except those custom
products. Import duties, taxes and charges are not included in the item price or shipping
charges. These charges are the buyer responsibility. A tracking No. Delivery normally takes
business days if it can go smoothly through customs. We do not ship on holidays or weekends
5. You need to contact your local post office or customs department in the following cases:
Delivery mistake by the post office man Delayed shipping due to customs detention Delivery
failure caused by wrong address. We only accept PayPal payment. If you receive any damaged
or defective items, we will exchange it as quickly as possible. You must contact us within 7
days of delivery of the product to notify us of any defects. You need to send a picture to prove
the problems by using ebay's attaching files button 4. Items must be in original box and kept in
good condition. Buyer is responsible for return shipping cost if there isn't any problem with the
product. You need to cover the actual shipping cost provided by us. I am here and ready to
assist you with any questions or concerns you might have before or after the purchase. My goal
is to make sure you are a happy customer and pleasant shopping with us. If you are satisfied
with the purchase and our total service, your comment is very important in our business
success. Our eBay account setup auto feedback, so eBay system gives you automatically
Positive feedback back after your positive feedback left. Skip to main content. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed
this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle.
Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you
ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new
window or tab. Seller information flashbuyeasy Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More
See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer.
Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove
from watch list. Watch list is full. Free Shipping. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a
layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the
item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page
on international trade. Item location:. Guang Zhou, Guang Dong, China. Ships to:. This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated
between Fri. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling
time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for
your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Perform a function test for each circuit. TM:
Taillights Turn on running lights. Tester should flash according to turn signal and stay lit when
brakes are applied BU:Back up Shift vehicle into reverse. Shipping and handling. This item will
ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in
a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges
at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.

You need to contact your local post office or customs department in the following cases:
Delivery mistake by the post office man Delayed shipping due to customs detention Delivery
failure caused by wrong address We only accept PayPal payment. About Us 1. You need to
contact your local post office or customs department in the following cases: Delivery mistake
by the post office man Delayed shipping due to customs detention Delivery failure caused by
wrong address Payment We only accept PayPal payment. Returns 1. Contact Us 1. Feedback If
you are satisfied with the purchase and our total service, your comment is very important in our
business success. Economy International Shipping. I have a few trailers now and keeping after
their lighting is getting to be a pain. Bringing each one over to the truck to test it is a little
inconvenient since I use a golf cart to store them around behind my garage. Now to check the
electronics pile That way I know when its time to recharge and I get a quick health check on the
brakes. I have a bunch of laminate flooring pieces I salvaged from a friends kitchen remodeling.
He pulled up the kitchen and hallway to replace it with tile. These flooring pieces can be seen in
many of my projects on Instructables and i'm sure will be in many more. It turns out laminate
flooring engraves really well. Be careful around the dust. Some laminates contain epoxy or
fiberglass fillers I use. I set the depth to. I set my depth to. I have tried using tabs and a
sacrificial board but the extra setup time doesn't appeal to me. I'd rather zip out the pieces later
with my Dremel. When its all done I spray some flat black paint over the lettering then wipe the
excess away with some WD Really nice looking. The edges are a bit rough since my saw needs
a better blade. It also helps if you cut it with the good side down on the table First problem was
the LED holders were the same depth as the panel. I had to remove a little material from the
back side for the nuts to catch Once that relief was cut the assembly went pretty quick. I had a
spool of red wire so that's what I used. Some of you may cringe at that thought of all the wires
being the same color Just remember to install the flasher switch upside down. That way on is
up for all switches. I've had this battery floating around for a while now. It's a reject from my
UPS but it will do to get this tested. There's just enough room next to the battery to add a
cigarette lighter socket for charging the battery and powering accessories like my air pump and
search light. When it was all done the lid didn't close. I fixed that with a Dremel and a power
rasp bit I chose to only add a 6 way connector. I have a LOT of leftover Velvac tractor trailer
connectors so it's my choice for everything. I do have a couple of things like towing lights and a
small utility trailer that have a 4 way connector but a 6 way to 4 way adapter makes quick work
of that. I did add all 7 circuits to the schematic so you can use a 7 way if you want. Just add a
wire from the 12V binding post to the connector. I would keep the binding posts even if you do
use a 7 way since it's a great way to test replacement lights you get at yard sales. A ground
clamp from that black binding post to the trailer frame will let you test for a weak trailer ground
You should turn on each circuit one at a time. This way you can see if one circuit is shorted to
another. This happens a lot with the parking lights shorting to the signal wire in cheap trailer
light sockets. Believe me that's something I know about. Everything worked perfectly. The aux
power lead is used to run the backup lights and the yellow lights though a flasher. That way if I
flip the switch in the cab I get backup lights as well as hazard flashers while not losing my
regular signals and brake lights. There is a switch panel instructable out there too My Blazed is
wired with a large 12V wire from the battery to the rear. Under the rear bumper is a relay box
with a separate relay for each circuit. I probably should do a separate instructable on that box
That wouldn't seem so bad but this is my 3rd set of lights and I'm getting tire of these cheap
lamp housings. I see a LED trailer Light instructable coming soon. See my tow dolly instructable
for more info but this beast gets a lot of use. Just last month my son called and said his car
died on him. I went and grabbed his car and brought it home. This dolly is why I built this tester.
The dolly has a 6 way connector that plugs into the truck and runs some clearance lights and
the trailer brakes. There is a 4 way connector on the dolly to plug in tow lights. Well, those lights
wouldn't work. Luckily he was on a country road about 3 miles from home. No turns no
stopping so those clearance lights would be good enough About stopping, That was the other
concern. It felt a little weak Well, that brake current shows only one brake is connected. I have
the 12in brakes which draw 3 amps per wheel. That should be 6 amps They all use 3. The little 7
inch brakes use a 3. About what I would expect with the harness loss included for one wheel. I
found that if I plug the towing lights into the tester directly they work fine. They just don't work
off the dolly pigtail. Plus there's 8 bulbs in the clearance lights and 4 are out. I have to open the
connector to see if any wires broke off in there. If not time to slit the whole harness open. One
thing it really needs is a current limiter. I may throw in an Auto PC power supply I have laying
around. It would boost the battery voltage to a constant 15V and provide the current limiting
needed, maybe. Sounds like too much work now that I typed it out. Maybe using a circuit
breaker in place of that fuse holder would be good enough I will add the cigarette lighter socket
for charging. I already added it to the schematic. And added one to my rear bumper Can you

please explain and show pict6of how you actually assemble the battery, switches, fuses, trailer
plug, charging port for charging the battery, or anything else so others like me can actual
attempt to make one of these. Thank you. Other than you not showing us how to actually
assemble this the tutorial was cool. Reply 7 months ago. You have to be signed in to see the
rest of the wiring schematic. Instructables purposely left out the important pictures to make you
sign in. I never really noticed. I always favor stuff to check out later. So I sign in before I do
anything else. Glad you can see all the parts now. Feel free to ask any questions. Best Answer
11 months ago. Reply 11 months ago. I know its alot to ask, but I really like your instructable but
I cant see how to wire this up by pictures alone. I didnt think your question was serious. I dont
understand what more you would need. There is a schematic of the wiring in the instructable
that shows all the connections and the picture give closeups of the wiring.. Reply 1 year ago. I
even use it to test radios and other toys on the bench. So many uses. Last blackout I used it to
charge my cell phone You could probably save yourself a fair amount of time just cutting right
through the flooring. The parts you are cutting aren't going to go anywhere and it is a real
nuisance to have to cut out the small tabs or in your case , Dremel out the remains. Set the CNC
to cut 0. Reply 4 years ago. Introduction: Trailer Light Tester. By rjkorn Korn's Tidbits Follow.
More by the author:. About: Disclaimer: The author is not responsible for loss of life, limb or
property. The author is not responsible for your actions. The author is not responsible for
anything. Hard to believe people were walking on this stuff not too long ago A quick test with
that adapter and a cheapie led test plug says I got those 4 wires right This didn't go so well. The
tester worked great and every bulb works except the right signal Looks like I have a lot of work
to do now Just need to pop a hole in the ammo case for it. But then I came across a matching
USB charger port. And then I saw this dual one thats looks like a perfect fit for the front of the
box I keep telling myself "you don't need it Participated in the Sensors Contest View Contest.
Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in
Arduino. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. Reply Upvote. I know it amazing all the details,
schematics, parts sources, I gotta stop doing that Waste Of Space 4 years ago. Nice 'ibble; I will
make one for myself. Saifiiz artWork 4 years ago. Saifiiz artWork rjkorn Reply 4 years ago.
Thanks, post some pictures if you try it. Could even use an old wooden cigar box. Skip to main
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